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A LE TER FROM SAMAS-SUMU-UKIN TO ESARHADDON
By SIMO PARPOLA
BM 135586 = 1971-7-5,
I, until recently in private possession, is a hitherto
unknown Neo-Assyrian letter belonging to the royal correspondence of Nineveh,'
and indisputably an important specimen of its genre. In 39 completely preserved
lines, it contains a message to the Assyrian king Esarhaddon (680-669 B.C.) from
his son Samag-Aumu-ukin,who at that time was the crown prince of Babylon.
So far only three very short and fragmentary letters sent by Sama?-9umu-ukinin
this office had been known,2 and they are now completely overshadowed by the
new text, which is here published by permission of the Trustees of the British
Museum.8 It is of dark grey-brown colour and measures 4I by 82 mm. For all
further details concerning the tablet and the script I refer to the photographs
and copy published on Plate XIX.
Transliteration
Obv.

a-na LUGAL be- li- i [a]
IR-kaIdGI?.?IR-MU- GI.N[A]
3 lu-u JId-mua-na LUGAL be-li-ia
4 dAG a dAMAR.UD a-na LUGAL be-li-ia
i

2

5

6
7

lik-ru-bu Ild-ri-du I.dPA-PABmel-APIN-ed
ki
DUMU KA.DINGIR.RA
IEN-sUM-na DUMU BAR.SIPAki

8 e-ger-tuis-sa-ap-ru-u-ne
9 ma a-de-eLUGAL ina muh-hi-ka
Abbreviations: as in W. von Soden, Akkadisches
Haudw6rterbuch
(Wiesbaden, 1959 ff.), besides: VTE
= D. J. Wiseman, The Vassal-Treatiesof Esarhaddon
(London, 1958); LAS = S. Parpola, Lettersfrom
Assyrian Scholars I (= AOAT 5/1, Kevelaer/
Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1970), quoted according to the
numbers. For the asterisks used in the transliteration
see AOAT 5/x, p. xx.
1 Published in cuneiform type by R. F. Harper,
Assyrian and Babylonian Letters (14 Vols.), London
and Chicago, 1892-1914;
for translations and
studies see R. Borger, HandbuchderKeilschnfiliteraturI
(Bcrlin, I967), p. 176 ff. See also S. Parpola,
AOAT 5/, p. vii f.
2 ABL 534: 1 a-na LUGAL be-li-ia ' IR-ka I.dGl?.NUMU-GI.NAS lu-u Id-mu a-na LUGAL EN-ia dPA dAMAR+
UD a-na LUGAL 6 be-if-ia lik-ru-bu 6 i-en AN?E.KUR.RA
7 la kra-a-pa-a-a
8 i-en Udukab-su' (a I.dPA-DiDPs'Ms (1-5: same introductory formula as in our
letter. 6-9: " i horse of the Rezephite(s), I young
ram of Nabiu-bani-ahhe.").
ABL 535: La-na [LUGAL b]e-lU-id IR-k[aI-dGl?].?IR-

MU-GI.NA

3

4.AMA]R+UD

lu .fu-[mu a-na LUGAL]
4 [dAG
EN-id
6[a-na LUGAL EN-i
lik]-ru-bu

U

..... ]x

ki ri (fragments of the same introductory formula as
in our letter).
ABL 536: 1 [a-n]a LUGAL be-li-[ia] ' [IR]-ka
LdGI?.NU-MU-[G1.NA]
Md-mu a-na LUGAL
|
[lu-u]
b[e-lU-ia]4 dAG U dAMAR+UD a-[na LUGAL be-Ill-i[a]
* hi-is-su-tuia [....]
6 lik-ru-buDINGIRmel
D[tf-M-nu]
7 a-na sIG la a-[.. ..
li-i4-su-su [..] Rev. 1 hi-is-su-tti
[....] 2 lib-bi x[....]
(blank space, then in Babylonian script): 3 [.1 30 [.l... 4 '[.]
ib-bi t..
6[lid]-di-nu t ... ].
a I want to thank cordially Dr. E. Sollberger,
Deputy Keeper of the Department of Western
Asiatic Antiquities who, besides communicating the
tablet to me and giving me permission to publish it,
provided the photographs and lent me his draft
transliteration of the text. In addition, he collated
the tablet for me and made several important
critical remarks to my preliminary transliteration
and translation.
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ii

is-se-e-ni is- sa- kan
ma-a mi-i-ni svata-sa-ma-a-ni

12

a-na EN-ku-nu ta-qab-bi-a

13

ma-a u-ma-a IEN-KAR-er IdUTU-NUMUN-BA-ld
te-e-musa LUGAL is-ka-nu-3d-nu-u-ni
ur-tam-mi-uz
la ra-ma-ni-4u-nue-pu-u?
s'a LUGAL is-pur-Ju-u-ni
IDUMU+ug-a-a
ma a-lik BARAGme ina KA.DINGIR.RAkl kur-ru
is-se-su-nupi-i is- sa- kan
MULmel e-mur-ruudupu-ha-da-a-ni
i-nak-ki-su ina UGU LUGAL BE-i-ni
DUMU.LUGAL KA.DINGIR.RAkI la i-qab-bi
ma-a IDUMU+US-a-a u'-de-e-4zLUHAL

Io

I4
15
I6

17
i8
19
20
21
22

Rev.

23

1EN-KAR-er

24

l1*A.BA

25

mu-3ukal-la

26
27

28
29

30
3I

32

33
34

I.dUTU-NUMUN-BA-Jd

UD-mU

AN EN.LfL

u-nu

i-da-gul
a-na
ri>5 UNmei
Ias+Jur-na-din-Mu
Id
is-bat-U-rni' a-na KUR NIM.MAkI id-di-nu-u-ni
up-ta-her-4t-nua-de-e is-se-fu-nu
is-sa-kan ina mUlSAG.ME.GAR mUIGAG.SI.SA
ut-ta-me-?u-nuu'-ma-ani-is-se-me
a-na DUMU.LUGAL KA.DINGIR.RAkM ni-iq-ti-bi
IiR_dPA e-ger-tuia-na IEN-KAR-er
is-sa-ap-ra
a-na 1d'UTU!-NUMUN-BA-Jd
ma-a lU*IG1+UM la! il-lik-an-ni
UD-mU

35
36

ma-a Id la' (text

37

Isu-la-a-a

AN-e

AD)

LUGAL

it-tal-ka

ma-a ina muh-hipi-i-ia qa-li-la-.u
?E?-

Ui-

ni

38 ina UGU a-bat LUGAL ina KUR ma-tar-ti
39

uruni-nu-u

sa-

bit

Translation

To the king, my lord, (from) your servant Samag-4umu-ukin: Good health to
the king, my lord! May the gods Nabfuand Marduk bless the king, my lord.
garidu (and) Nabi-aihl-Ereg, citizens of Babylon, (and) Bel-iddina, a citizen of
Barsip, have sent me the (following) letter:
" The king has made an agreement with us concerning you: 'Tell your lord
have broken the order
whatever you hear! ' Now, Bel-eter (and) Samag-zEra-iqTha
which the king gave them (and) are acting on their own. Aplatyu,whom the king
sent (with the order) ' Go (and) set up daises in Babylon!', has made common
cause with them. They gaze at the stars (and) slaughter lambs, (but) do not (or:
he does not) tell (anything) about the king, our lord, (and) the crown prince of
Babylon. Aplayu alone is a haruspex, Bel-eter (and) Sama?-zEra-iqI?aare
astrologers; they look day and night at the sky. Furthermore, he has gathered
together the people who captured A?Wur-nadin4umi(and) handed him over to
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Elam, (and) has made an agreement with them conjuring them by Jupiter (and)
Sirius. We have now heard (of this and) told (it) to the crown prince of Babylon."
Urad-Nabfu has sent Bel-eter (and) Samas-zEra-iqsva the (following) letter:
"The steward who came has come without (the authority of) the king; scold
him on my behalf! Our brother Sulayu is kept in the Armoury of Nineveh by order
of the king."
Philological notes
Obv. i i. For mi-i-ni = minu (nom. sg.) see K. Deller and S. Parpola, " Pro337 f. Another
gressive Vokalassimilation im Neuassyrischen ", Or NS 36 (I967),
example of such an assimilation in the present letter is UD-mU < umi in 1. 25.
iskuntisununi) results
I 4. The form is-ka-nu-sa-nu-u-na (instead of paradigmatic
from a Neo-Assyrian phonetic law according to which an unstressed short u may
change to a in an open syllable preceding a stressed (long or short) u. Similarly
9,
is-bat-uz-'ni' in 1. 27. Compare u'-sa-li-mu-sa'-nu-[ni]and is-se-e-s'a-nu-maABL I29:
a-ba-tu-ni 992 r. i, lHpar-sd-mu-teLAS e2I: I6, lis-pa-ru-ne
724:
I2,
u~-ba-lu-u-ne
VTfE93,tasba--anuiI39
2I:23u-kal-lim-u-ka-nu-ni
I 8r IO,gusa-a-ut
LUGAL-ka-nu-niand EN-ka-nu-u-ni I9I, u'-sak-pa-du-u-ka-nu-ni322, and often in other
texts. Note also the N-A by-forms aniutu,akussu, sakuttu, of uniutu,ukultu, svukuttu,etc.
This law already worked in Middle-Assyrian, see W. Mayer, AQOATS2, ? 8.4
Instead of the expected plural form e-pu-su =/eppus'u/, the text has unI5.
equivocally e-pu-us. The lack of the plural suffix could be explained orthographically,
taking -us for an " inverse spelling " of /su/,5 but there are certain points which
make such an interpretation doubtful here. Firstly note that elsewhere in the text
/su/ is quite normally written either su or Su, and that there are no other inverse
spellings either in the text. Secondly, there are many other " unusual " forms in
the letter which have clearly to be explained phonetically (mi-i-ni 1. I I, is-ka-nu39). Thirdly, one more
27, UrUni-nu-u
sa-nu-u-niI4, kur-ruI7, UD-mU 25, is-bat-uz-rni'
"
for which see below.
in
1.
written
occurs
namely
i-da-gul
25,
plural
"defectively
reject the
not compelling-to
These three points together make it justifiable-if
orthographical solution here; in other words, the sign us has here its normal value
us. This accepted, we must conclude that unstressed, phonemically long final
4 This phenomenon has been interpreted in two
different ways (see W. von Soden, JCS 2 (I948),
301 f., and GAG ? I5 f.; and W. Mayer, loc. cit.),
neither of which seems quite satisfactory. The change
is clearly marked by stress, since e.g. plural forms
like iddgguluiare never affected by it (unless the
ending is stressed for some reason). The quality
and quantity of the variable vowel cannot be defined
with certainty.
5 See K. Deller, " Studien zur neuassyrischen
i86 ff., with
Orthographie ", Or NS 3I (I960),
discussion of the problem.
6 My inclination toward a phonetical interpretation in this particular case does by no means mean
that I deny the existence of " inverse spellings " in
principle.
There are unambiguous examples,
IR

collected by Deller in the article just mentioned,
which prove that confusion in the usage of signs
indeed existed, probably under the influence of
Aramaic script. However, it is not advisable to
interpret all spellings deviating from a grammatical
model after orthographical principles: such a procedure would annul the possibilities of a deeper
understanding of Neo-Assyrian phonetics and, in
particular, the reconstruction of the various subdialects within the language. Moreover, it should
be borne in mind that there are no orthographical
principles which could be universally applied to all
Neo-Assyrian texts. There were several scribal
schools, and each scribe had more or less his own
conventions.
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vowels (including verbal suffixes) were shortened in Neo-Assyrian colloquial,7

since

they were occasionally dropped altogether.8 Apocopated forms are, of course,
against linguistic and orthographic norms and therefore extremely seldom find
expression in writing. However, spellings that can be taken to denote such forms
(= eppul'as in our letter) ABL 9I: 9, lik-ru-ub
do occur elsewhere too: e.g., e-pu-usv
ABL 1245: 2 and tu-up-pa-as(for tuppald)174: 5; for more examples
(for likrubu!)
see note to 1. 25. 9 Apocope of final phonemically shortvowel is evidenced, e.g., by
tu-se-li-iSND 23 I6: 5 (Iraq i6 (I 954), P1. VII), !a-ab-tu-uJ81-2-4, 6i : 28, lu-galli-bu-uzLAS 310 : I 3', a-na a-be-etan-ni-teABL 1308: 5, Ial+Sur-SAG-iJ ADD 49: 3,
i-ta-as ND 2332: 3, ri-i-id-akIV R2 6 ii i i, etc. Explaining away these examples
according to the principle of " inverse spellings " is difficult, since the use of signs
is otherwise perfectly normal and no confusion of phonetic values is observable in
the relevant texts.
i6. In il-pur-vu-u-ni,the scribe has omitted the subjunctive marker u before the
pronominal suffix -su. This is hardly a mistake, but rather a Neo-Assyrian scribal
convention, for similar omissions (and even the same spelling) occur in other texts
ABL 408: 22, il-pur-ni 90: 8, is-pur-ne-ni1026: 6 (against this
too. Cf. i3-pur-4u-u-ni
ia-pur-u-ne-ni569: 7), dl-pur-ka-ni KAV 115: I4, d3-kun-ka-a-niABL 424: 17,
ta-na-sar-Jt-u-niVTE i68, etc. There is no doubt that the missing u was actually
pronounced; but from the point of view of morphographemics (see I. J. Gelb,
MilangesMarcelCohen,p. 73 ff.), its expression in writing was not obligatory, since
the subjunctive mood was easily recognizable from the enclitic -ni which in NeoAssyrian was appended to all subjunctive forms and had in practice replaced u as
the subjunctive marker.
I 7. kur-ruis imperative 2 m. Sg. of the verb kardru" to lay ", formed after the
pattern pursuwhich in Neo-Assyrianseems to alternate freely with the paradigmatic
pattern punrs. Cf. du-ub-bu" speak!" ABL I046: IO' and often, mu-ut-hu" lift!"
" place!" I29 r. 20, Sup-ru" send! "388: 9, I245 r. i6 and Ju-up-ru
58 r. 2', Su-uk-nu
ABL I257: 8, LAS 173 r. 4, etc. Note also Sd-a'-la
LAS I5i r. I5' besides s3u-pur
ABL 633 + r. i besides id-al 129: 4, etc. The form du-ub-buhas been tentatively
interpreted by W. von Soden as a ventive with progressively assimilated ending
(GAG ? ioi), but this explanation cannot be accepted, since in most cases the
contexts show that no ventive can be in question.10 We must look for another
solution.1'
7 The shortening of phonemically long unstressed
final vowels is paralleled by modern Arabic dialects.
Cf., e.g., H. Palva, Lower Galilean Arabic (StOr 32,
Helsinki, I965), p. io.
I The circumstances under which this could
happen remain to b- studied. Note that " in Syriac
final vowels, whether long or short, are dropped
(*qdbara> *qdbar [the final u is written but not
pronounced]) " (S. Moscati, An Introductionto the
Grammarof the SemiticLanguages,p. 68).
Comparative
* These are of the type i-do-gul, i.e. the last syllable
is written with a CVC-sign. Such spellings are considered inexplicit with regard to the vowels (cf. K.
Dzller, Or Ns 31 (1960), 7 ff.; and Gelb, Or Ns 39
(1968), 536) and hence of little significance to the

present problem, but I think the matter is just the
other way round. If a word as a result of the dropping
of the final vowel ended up in a closed syllable,
what would have been more natural than to write
this syllable with a convenient CVC-sign? The
spellings e-pu-ut, tu-up-pa-df,etc., are only seemingly
" explicit ": that we do not have CVC-spellings
here results solely from the fact that no suitable
signs existed in the Neo-Assyrian syllabary.
10 Cf., e.g., ABL 1046: 9-12 di-ib-bi DfJG+GAme
is-se-hii-nudu-ub-buka-a-a-ma-nudi-ib-bi DJG+GAmea
is-se-e-Id-nua - d a - b u- u b.
11 The problem is obviously connected with stress.
The pattern pursu could be considered an alloform
of purus, provoked by the heavy stress falling on the
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I9. The unusual spelling e-mur-ru,
standing for spoken lemmurul,can be explained
as follows in the light of the evidence discussed in note on 1. I5. The scribe has
first written the apocopated form e-mur= lemmur'l (just as in 1. 25, i-da-gul), but
then changed his mind and added the final vowel to make a grammatically correct
form. The fact that he has thereby added the whole last syllable is nothing extraordinary, since the scribes mostly observed only the syllable boundaries and took
no heed of the morpheme ones.'2 It has been customary, in cases like this, to
transliteratee-mururu,assigning the sign MUR a CVCV-value and interpreting RU as
a phonetic indicator. However, there are certain explicit spellings which show
that this way of transliteration is somewhat artificial. Cf. e-pu-usLA,ABL 87 r. 6
(by the same scribe who in ABL 9I : 9 wrote e-pu-u. = eppuS'); li"-ul-lu, 148 : 5;

i-za-nu-un-nu, 128 r. I6, etc. Transliterating these

e-pu-uJuX.,

lis.-uluxlu

and i-za-nu-

unuxnuwould certainly go too far. Cf. also e-kul, ABL I96: I4 besides e-kul-lu,
4I9 r. 1, 563 r. I3 (both spellings standing for the plural /ekkul(uI)I)/;i3-kun-nu,
ADD 415: I; 'bU-lu(, ADD 528: 5, Ibu-lut-tu, 641 : 28 and lbu-lu-tu, ND 2460:31
(all for /Bullut(u)/);
421:
20.

Ibar-ruq, ADD 6o: 10, Ibar-ruq-qu, 174: 23,

and Ibar-ru-qu

i6 (for /Barruq(u)/).
The sign i at the end of the line has a peculiar form suggesting that the scribe

perhaps originally had in mind writing be-li-ni instead of BE-i-ni. This, however,

does not make the latter a scribal mistake. The same spelling is namely also attested
in ABL 419: 6, where it alternates with EN-i-ni (Obv. i, 8, etc.). Cf. also ABL
798 r. 7, LUGAL BE-i (instead of the standard LUGAL be-li) ; lU*SUKKAIL BE-ia, ABL
io8i : 2.4. r. 8, and

fdpat-ti-dBE,

ABL 62I:

ii

besides

idpat-ti-dEN,

883 r. 4. These

examples show clearly that BE was in Neo-Assyrian texts used as a logogram for
belu " lord " (though this equation does not seem to have been attested lexically)
and probably considered only an allograph of EN. The latter conclusion is supported
not only by the alternation of BE-i-ni and EN-i-nireferredto above, but also by such
spellings as EN-li, ABL 556 r. 7 and EN-li, ABL i65 r. 8 instead of the standard BE-li
and BE-li, as well as by the writing BE-ni standing for an expected EN-nior BE-li-ni,
e.g. in LAS I39: 7. r. 6 (cf. LAS 52-58 and I63-I66). It seems unnecessary to
emend BE-i-ni to be-<li>-i-ni,though this spelling is also once attested (LUGAL
be-li-i-nil[a] ! i-qab-bi,ABL 544: II).
2I. A logical continuation of " they observe. . . and slaughter " would be " but
they do not tell " (especially since both astrologers and haruspices are involved),

but the text has la i-qab-bi" he does not tell " (the reading has been confirmed by
Sollberger). In view of 1.15 it is not impossible that i-qab-biis an apocopated plural;
first syllable, which alternatively would have caused
a lengthening of the vowel. Note that the phenomenon is not restricted to the imperative only:
we have, e.g., the following stative pairs:
za-ar-pi, ADD 335: 14
za-rip, ADD I I68: 8.
*Ialim (written DI-mu).
Id-al-mi, LAS 223 r. 14'
ma-hi-ir,ABL 39 1: I8.
ma4-ri, ABL 21 1 : I6
qur-bu,LAS 148 r.8
qu-ru-ub,LAS 312 r. 22'.
ba-al-ga,ABL I44 r. 3
ba-la-ag-u-ni,LAS 13 r. 24.
da-an, ABL 479 r. 2.
da-a'-na, LAS 109: 17'
ma-a'-da, ABL 157 r. 8
ma-'a-ad,LAS 318: 12.

(the list of references could easily be prolonged).
12 It is for this reason that the Sumerian scribes
repeated the last root consonant in writing vocalic
suffixes (dingir-ra, not *dingir-a) and that the
Old Babylonian scribes wrote i-din-nam (instead of
*i-din-am) while adding the ventive suffix -am to the
indicative form -din. " Morphemic " spellings,
(like tak-lim-ti, pl. tak-lim-a-ti) of course also occurs
but they form a clear minority. Thus we have in
our letter only i4-bat-d-ni1. 27.
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ABL I44: 19-20, where one also would expect i-ti-Ji-u,
cf. i-ti-Ji ur-ta-mi-d-M-nu,
and ur-ta-mi-i(pl.), I063: 6. However, the fact that all predicates in 11.28-30 are
in the singular demands caution at this point. Perhaps Aplayu, who as a royal
envoy would have been obliged to inform the king above all others, is the intended
subject here also, as in 11.28-30.
Rev. 24. Out of the many different spellings of the serial name EnamaAnuEnlil,13
the present one seems to occur only here. The other spellings known to me are:
TU i6 r. 52;
I UD dj dEN*.LfL.LA
I5 r. I;
TU
I UD d, dEN*.LfL
Sin XII 8, XVII 8, XVIII 34, etc.
ACh
I UD AN dEN*.LIL
60: I3, 3I9 r. 2; RMA i6o r. 5; K.2248: I
LAS
UD AN dEN*.LfL
(JCS i6 (I962), 64); AChSin XIV 9, XV I3, etc.
KAR 44 r. i6; AChSin I i; TU I7 r. 42, etc.
UD AN dEN*.LfL.LA
I95A: 7;
RMA
AN
EN.LIL
UD
IO (RA 28 (1931), 136); ACh Sin III 143,
150:
Rm.
ANxEN.LfL
UD
XIII 35, etc.
ABL 1245: 10;
I UD a-na dEN*.LfL
Sin I 5.
ACh
dEN*.LfL.LA
da-num
e-nu-ma
As far as I know, this also is the only instance where the word enuimais written
the normal logographic spelling was either mere UDor
uD-mU (cf. note on 1. i i);
(with a phonetic complement) UD-ma, see CAD and AHw s.v.
As to J-nu at the end of the line, the context requires that it is taken to denote
the absolute personal pronoun and not the homophonous pronominal suffix, though
syntactically the latter would also be possible,"' and orthographically even more
probable: Neo-Assyrian scribes usually wrote Su-nufor the absolute pronoun and
hi-nu for the suffix. This " rule " can be visualized by means of the following
statistics 1'
X
proportion
Su
9
1, 5:26
+ lunu
155
6
5: 1
hunu
3I
These statistics imply that in 26 cases out of 27, the spelling hi-nustands for the
suffix, and only once for the absolute pronoun. The distinction is even more marked
in the writing of the correspondingsingular forms:
+ lu
JzU(tu)

lu

X

30
I 39

425

15:212

2

70: 1

proportion

However, the fact that exceptions of the " rule " occur makes it justifiable to
disregard the implications of the orthographical practice in the present ambiguous
case (note also ut-ta-me-u-nu in 1. 30). For other exceptional spellings see ABL
= " astrologer " see
13 For fupJar-Enuma-Anu-Enlil
most recently S. Parpola, AOAT 5/2, p. 12.
14 By assuming a casuspendens,one could translate
" the astrologers of B1l-tter and Sama?-zera-iqHa
look.. .". For such a construction, cf. ABL 403:
14-15, um-ma mi 6a-pi-tz ina KA A IUDI.KUD 15 K-Id

al-la Id DAm-Id KALAG-a " the words of the adulteress
carry more weight at the door of the judge's house
than those of her husband ".
"5 Taken from a sample of 667 Neo-Assyrian
letters comprising 29,843 words in all.
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413 r. 3, I103: 6 and r. 3, 1110 r. 4, 1217: 5, and 1352 r. 4' (here hi-nu likewise

denoting the absolute pronoun); cf. Ji-u, ABL i I8 r. 17 and 257: IO; and Jz-td-u-ni,
iii r. 3.

25. The spelling kal-la stands for spoken /kala/ and has to be interpreted like
e-mur-min 1. I9 (the co-existence of the apocopated form kal besides kala is proved
by the spellings ka-al and kal-lu-mi,see AHw 427b). For UD-mu see note on 1. i I.
On the interpretation of the spelling i-da-gul (3 m. pI.) see note on 1. I5. The
same spelling is also found in ABL I362 r. 3. Cf. i-na-sur,ABL 408 r. 29, 424: I2,
433: 7, 482 : 9, I063: I7; i-ga-mur, 503 r. 9; i-ma-gur, I965: I0; 9-ga-mur,
330: 7.13.15;

u-Ial-lum, ADD 6i8: i8;

is-su-hur, ABL

25I

r. 6;

lim-hur, KAR

r. ii I8, etc." All these spellings stand likewise for 3 m. pI.
34.-A is here written with only three horizontal wedges, the middle one of which
is faint but neverthelessclearly visible in the photograph.17 The sign has the same
form also in 11.I I, 5 and i6, but is written with four horizontals in 1. 14.
35. Instead of Id la, which is expected, the text has clearly d AD, but this must
be a scribal mistake. A reference to the king's father would be out of place here,
and the grammatical interpretation of Jd AD would also present great difficulties.
The signs LAand ADwere so close to each other in Neo-Assyrian writing that it is
sometimes impossible to decide which one is in question. Cf. pal-4a-ak a AD LUGAL 6
EN-ia la a-sab-bat-si" I am afraid, I cannot seize her without(!) the king, my lord",
ABL 992 r. 5 f., where AD likewise is an error for la (cf. rpa-aP-ha-kuJa la LUGAL, etc.,
LAS 248 r. io). Note also VTE 1.35I, where the main text (ND 4327) has AD-u-ka,
but a duplicate (ND 4335), LA-ka.
39. The city-name Nineveh, when syllabically written, normally occurs in the
215

form uruni-nu-(u-)a (= *Njinuwa) in Neo-Assyrian texts; the contracted form
uruni-nu-df is extremely rare and found only in AR 36: 8, 322: 12, 6i5: i6 and
ADD ui65 r. 2. See AOAT6, pp. 262 ff.

Commenatag
i. Date. For lack of clear-cut chronological evidence the letter can be dated
only approximately.

The terminus post quem is Ayaru

i6, eponym

year of Nabfi-

belu-usur (= c. igth May, 672 B.C.), the date on which the treaty referredto in 1. 9
was promulgated18; the terminusante quemis, of course, the date of Esarhaddon's
death, Arahsamna IO= 2nd/3rd November, 669.19 To get a little further I would
suggest, on the ground of the referenceto the daises in 1. 7, that the year in question
was 670 B.C.: it is known from the letters of Mar-Igtarthat sanctuaries were being
constructed and inscribed in Babylon and Barsip during that year.20 This would
fit well the fact that Samas-gumu-ukin'spresence in Babylonia is actually attested
for year 670 only." It may be pointed out that this year is also the one to which
IL For more examples see K. Deller, Or NS 31
(1g60), 7 ff., sub NUMUN, KUN, LUU, GAM, YJAR, GUL,
ZUR

and LUM.

17 The sign has been collated by Sollberger,
however, with a negative result (" the queried sign
is certainly IA but the emendation to fa is legitimate . . .").
"I See AOAT 5/2, notes on LAS i.

'L

See A. Schott and J. Schaumberger, ZA 47

(1941-1942),

130.

20 See LAS 283-286 and, for the dating of these
letters, the relevant comments in AOAT 5/2.
21 See ADD 625 = AR ii6 (a deed between the
governor of Latiru and a eunuch of the crown
prince of Babylon, dated 670), and LAS 280-28I
(both dating from 670).
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most of the documents attesting Assurbanipal'sco-regency with Esarhaddonmust be
assigned.22 Unfortunately it is not possible to make precise conjecturesas to the date
at present; the prosopographical evidence discussed below is too vague in this
respect.
2.

Personsinvolved.Nine individuals figure in the letter:
(i)

Saridu

(2)

NabuC-ahhi-eres

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Bel-iddina
Sama?-zFra-iqisaastrologerS24

fo

ayo

from Bbylon| informers
fromBarsip23

BEI-Eter

atoges

Aplayu

haruspex

denounced

(7) Agsvr-nadin-sumi
(8) Urad-Nabiu

(g) Sulayu.
Nothing certain is otherwise known about the first six men. The fact that their
domiciles/professions had to be specified to the king suggests that they were not
well known at the Assyrian court either. It deserves attention that no astrological
reports from BEl-eterand Samag-zEra-iqilaare to be found among those preserved
in the royal archives of Nineveh26; this tallies with the statement that they did
not communicate their observationsto the king.
In detail, the information I am able to present on these individuals is as follows26:
garidu: Name not attested in Sargonid sources.27

Naba-ahhi-gred:Perhaps mentioned in ABL IO9I r. I O, a letter referring to
[a]-de-esa si-i-hi " treaty of insurrection" (cf. our letter, 1. 28) in connection with
Babylon.28 The name is there written Nabu-aha-ereg (ILdAG*-S'ES'-APIN-eJ), but this
need not preclude the identification.29 The name Nabu-4ia-ereN also occurs in
two other letters dating from Esarhaddon's reign, 83-1-I8, I38 30 and K. I4404, 1
22 See the commentary on LAS 246 in AOAT 5/2,
where the pertinent evidence is collected and
discussed.
23 C. 15 km south of Babylon.
24 Probably from Babylon, to judge from the
domiciles of the informers and the mission of
Aplayu.
26 Published by R. C. Thompson, The Reportsof
the Magicians and Astrologersof Nineveh and Babylon
Cf. A. L. Oppenheim,
(2 Vols.), London, I900.
Centaurus14 (I969), 97 ff.
"6 My sources are K. Tallqvist, Assyrian Personal
( 905);
Namenbuch
Names(1914) and Neubabylonisches
M. San Nicolo, Babylonische Rechtsurkundendes
ausgehenden8. und 7. Jahrhundertsv. Chr. (1951); the
Ninevite royal correspondence in its entirety (see
L. Waterman, RCAE IV index), supplemented by
the new texts presented by Dietrich (see the indexes
in WO 5 (1969), 5x ff., and AOAT 7), and my
own transliterations of unpublished Assyrian letters;

and the letters and records from Calah, published or
communicated in Iraq 12 ff.
27 For Neo-Babylonian
texts see K. Tallqvist,
NN, p. 200b (written Id-rid and 'd-ri-du). The
etymology of the name is uncertain. Most probably
it is an abbreviation of the PN Afartdu (see CAD
cf. afarissu > farissu, ibid. 419), but a
A 2, 417;
derivate from the verb *rd (which to my knowledge
is not yet attested in Akkadian) cannot be totally
excluded (cf. Hebr. idrfd " survivor ").
28 Assigned hesitatingly to the reign of Sennacherib
by M. Dietrich, AOAT 7, p. 16.
2 The
name was probably pronounced Nabui-aherer in both cases, whether written with the plural
14GAR.KUR
UrUsa-amsign or not. Cf. I.dPA-PAP-KAM-el
GAR
al-la, ADD 59 r. 5 = IdPA-PAPmeLApIN-e
urusa-ma-al-la,ADD 127: 7.
80 See M. Dietrich, WO 4 (1968), 242, and AOAT
7, p. 66 (from BMl-ukzib).
31 See M. Dietrich, WO 4 (1968), 242115 and 250.
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but both are so badly broken that they cannot be properly evaluated. The other
occurrencesof the name32are irrelevant for us.
Bil-iddina: The name is very common, but there is no certain reference to a
citizen of Barsip so called in contemporary texts.33
Samad-zera-iqaJa: As far as I know, the name is otherwise attested only once in
.SIdu[.
Sargonid sources, in a legal document from Nineveh (I.dUTU-NUMUN-BA-d
.],
ADD 48I: 4), and it is entirely unlikely that the same person is in question.34
Bil-eter: Several different persons bearing this name figure in contemporary
letters and records,but none of them can be confidently identified with the astrologer
with whom we are concerned. ABL 96I mentions a Bel-eter, citizen of Babylon
(I-dEN-KAR-er DUMU DIN.TIRki, Rev. 6-7), but the letter dates from about 650 B.C.35
and is consequently irrelevant for us. The same is true as regards most of the

remaining alternatives, admitting that in some cases identity with our Bel-eter
cannot be wholly excluded.36 I can see only one reference which possibly could be
significant for the interpretation of the present letter: the entry of the Babylonian
Chronicle for year 668, relating the execution of a certain Bel-eter,judge of Babylon
(ituAB UD 20.KAM IEN-KAR-er DI.KUD DIN.TIRkI sa-bit-maGAZ "on the 20th of Tebetu
BIl-Eter,the judge of Babylon, was seized and killed ", Col. iv 38). This passage
might tell the fate of our Bel-eter, but unfortunately the identity of the two men is
not at all certain.38

Apldyu: No man with this name is elsewhere expressly designated as a haruspex,
and since we know very little else about our Aplayu, no certain identifications can
be made. The fact that he was employed by the king points to Apla of Barsip,
a sender of astrological reports to Esarhaddon.39
The remaining three persons are known better.
AThr-nddin-Jumi,40an elder brother of Esarhaddon, was king of Babylon from
700 to 694 B.C. For details, see below, p. 32 f.
Il ABL 212 dates from the reign of Sargon II;
ADD 30, 59, 127, 23I, 269, 277, 279, 635, III R I,
refer to the
v 43 and PSBA 30 (1908), III-l12
eponym of 681 B.C.
*3 Cf. APN, p. 58, and M. Dietrich, AOAT 7,
P. 43.
"4For Neo-Babylonian texts, see K. Tallqvist,
JVN, p. i96b.
*6 Mention is made in this letter of Tammaritu II,
the Asyrian troop commander Marduk-?arru-usur,
and Kudurru of Ur, but it is so fragmentary that
any date between 648 and 650 seems possible.
8 For a list of different Bdl-Eterssee M. Dietrich,
AOAT 7, p. 32g. Provided that the hypothesis of
B1l-eter's being a Babylonian astrologer is incorrect
(cf. note on 1. 24 with n. I4), which is very unlikely,
two well-known persons from Esarhaddon's reign
could be considered: BEl-Eter,the commandant of
Uruk (see ABL 276, 299, 1154 + 1363, 1155, I230,
K.4670+, 80-7-19, 113 and 80-7-19, 362) and
Bl-Eter, the governor of the city of uruHAR.k1 (see
ABL 1345+, K.1353 and 81-2-4, 70: the reading
and identity of urUAR is as yet unclear; I consider

Dietrich's Ijarran excluded on the ground of the
textual contexts, especially ABL 1453).
37CT 34, Pl. 50.
as That an astrologer may have appeared as a
judge is not unthinkable, since professional judges
were at all times extremely rare. See the evidence

collected in CAD D,

28 ff.

See RMA 46, 79A, 86A, 120, 132, i9oA, 197,
211,
253A, 265, 277M and 0. For other persons
mentioned in letters and perhaps identical with our
Aplayu see ABL 324: 2, 413 r. 5, 9I2 r. 8, 948: 2,
1357: 4 and LAS 224 r. i6'.
40 The transcription of the GN AJsidrwith a long u
(instead of the conventional A*Aur)is based on the
Hebrew and Aramaic plene writing 'swr (Genesis
25: i8, Isaiah 7: I8, 8: 7, 10: 5,
2: 14, l0:
I 1.22,
14: 25, etc., and KAI 215: 7.1 1.12.13,15.I6.17,
which predominates
220: 3(?), 233: 16(?).17(?).i8)
over the spellings 'Jr (i Kings 5: 6, KAI 24: 8,
215: 18, 222 A 25) and 'sr (passim in names). Note
also the Greek writing 'AacapdI (Damascius, Dc
primis principiis, ch. 125). The cuneiform spellings
(a-fur, a-fur, a-Ju-ur, af+ fur, df-fu-ri, AN.?QR,
'9
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Urad-Nabais undoubtedly identical with an influential Assyrian priest known
from his many letters to Esarhaddon.4" No other person with the same name figures
in the royal correspondence,'2and the fact that no specification has been added to
his name in our letter proves that he must have been a man well known at court.
Note also the reference to the steward (abarakku)
in 1. 34.43
For Suldyusee below, p. 33.
3. Contents.Stripped of its introductory salutations and blessings, the letter is
but a paraphrase of two letters sent to (or seen by) Samag-4umu-ukin. The first
of them contains charges against three fellow-citizens of the senders.44 It is opened
by a reference to an agreement obliging the writers " to tell their lord (the crown
prince) whatever they hear "-a prelude to the following exposures, meant to
underline the loyalty of the writers (cf. 1. 31 f. " we have now heard and told . . .").
The explicit remarks that the agreement concerned the crown prince of Babylon
shows that the so-called " Vassal-Treaties of Esarhaddon" are in question.'5
A constantly recurring provision in this covenant was that the crown prince had
to be kept informed about any criminal actions planned or undertaken against
him,46 and the manner in which this was done by the present informerswas actually
literally prescribed in the treaty text: 3um-mala tal-lak-a-ne-nia-na 1aJ+Jur-DUi-A
'
DUMU.MAN GAL Id
u?-ti la ta-qab-ba-a-nima-a AD-kaa-de-e ina u[Gu-k]a! is-se-ni
" (You swear) that you will go and report (it) to Assurbaniis-sa-kanu'-ta-ma-na-a-ni
pal, the appointed crown prince of the Succession palace, (saying) ' Your father
made an agreement with us concerning you, (and) made us swear (it) '."47

The efficiency of this treaty provision cannot be questioned. As already pointed
out by A. L. Oppenheim,48loyalty, fear of the curses concluding the treaty,-" and

etc.) tell nothing about the quantity of the
vowel; nevertheless, they prove the etymological
identity of the god Ali4r and the land Assyria (= mdt
Asfar " land of AMuir") thereby showing that Jensen
(ZA i (i886), 6 ff.) was wrong in trying to establish
two AMur's with different vowel lengths. A totally
different question, of course, is whether the long
vowel was occasionally shortened in practice, as in
names, but that should not affect the transcription
which ought to be concerned with phonemic, not
phonetic lengths.
" See ABL I13-116, 427, 494-495, 6o6, 668,
and K.7419. Cf. also
97(!),
1133,
I094,
I147
ABL 177, 498 and 531, mentioning Urad-Nabii.
I' Other persons with the same name are found in
legal documents from Nineveh (IiRdPA *e-lap-pa-a-a,
ADD 38 r. 6; IUA.ZU, 349 r. 15; IdGAL ki-sirA.MAN,
857 iv 7) and Calah (ND 2308: 34, 2318: 14,
3422: 30, etc.), but these are of a considerably later
date. In Babylonia the name was very common:
see K. Tallqvist, NN, p. 14.
4"Urad-NabuC himself mentions an abarakku in
ABL 114 (" the gold that the abarakku,the palace
scribe and I had inspected together in the month
Talritu. . ." Obv. 14 ff.). For the functions of this
A.USUR,

official see CAD A/I, 35.
44 Cf. n. 24.
45 Published by D. J. Wiseman, " Te
VassalTreaties of Esarhaddon ", Iraq 20 (1958), Pt. I
(also available as a monograph, London, 1958).
The purpose of the treaty is stated in the colophon
(11. 669' ff.) which reads: " The treaty concerning
Assurbanipal, official crown-prince of Assyria, and
9ama?-?umu-ukin, official crown prince of Babylonia, was concluded on Ayaru i6, eponym year of
governor of DLir-garrukku."
NabCu-belu-uWur,
""See ll. 73-82, 108-122, 130-I 35, 147-149, etc.
4 11. 349-352.
46 "The Eyes

of the Lord ", JAOS 88 (1968),
f.
"9 Those who broke the agreement were " caught"
by it. Cf. LAS 247: 20 ff.: " AMOrand the great
gods have bound and handed over to the king these
criminals who ... broke the agreement; the 'good
will 'of the king caught them up"; ABL 350 r. 4ff.:
" since the treaty of the king, my lord, has caught
them up, those who escaped the iron sword will die
of hunger ", etc. (for more examples see CAD A/I,
s.v. add A and B). Note also LAS 133 r. 6 ff.: " The
god said to me: If you will not tell, you will die! "
173
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personal interests produced informers in such numbers as to make them an
omnipresent royal eye and ear seeing and hearing everything. In addition to the
present letter, a great number of similar denunciations have been preserved, many
of which, like our letter, make a special reference to the relevant treaty stipulation.
A typical example of such letters may be quoted here in full: " We entered the
treaty of your royal father, [and] we (also) entered the treaty of the king, our lord
([a-na ?]k a-de-c Id LUGAL be-li-ni ni-tir-ub). Fu[rthermore], the king has written
to us: 'Write me whatever you see and hear!' (mim+ma ma-la ta-am-ma-raAi
3up-ra-a-ni).As the people of Uruk found out about these men who in
ta-Jem-ma-a'
Uruk had committed a crime against the king, they informed us, (and) we wrote
to the king according to their speech. We have now brought the criminals and the
witnesses to the king; if it is acceptable to the king, let the king question them.
There are certain matters concerning the king that I have heard-the king's
messengershould come and question me. Zera-ukinthe son of Labigi says: ' When
the king hears of the [matters] I have heard, the whole world will be in fault.'
He has just come with the son of Ina-tRi-Eter. The king should summon and
question him, before he gets caught and is made to disappear."60 It is interesting
to note that another denunciation is introduced by exactly the same words: [ina
Jup-ra-ni"it is written [in]
Lk] a-dec-iJ-Jd-ti-irum-mama-la tam-ma-raAita-Jem-ma-a'
the treaty: Write me whatever you see and hear! " ABL 83I r. I''. l
The system of " king's eyes and ears " created a veritable secret intelligence service
which effectively contributed to suppressing insurrections and conspiracies against
the ruling house.52 It is very likely that all Assyrian treaties concluded in order to
secure the royal succession contained the " eye and ear " stipulation, though only
the text of the " Vassal-Treaties of Esarhaddon" has been preserved completely.63
Proceeding now to the charges made against the three men, we find that they are
firstly blamed for a somewhat unusual fault: though expert diviners, they did not
communicate to their lords any prognosticationsconcerning the king and the crown
prince. This may not sound serious to us, but it certainly was that in Sargonid
Assyria. The elaborate techniques of astrology and extispicy were seriously utilized
by the royal palace in order to foresee the future course of events, and all divinersnot only those resident at court-were obliged to inform the king on their findings.,'
In neglecting this duty, the scholars made themselves guilty of breaking a direct
11.14-15). Compare
Ja LUGAL i-ka-nu-Jd-nu-u-ni
ur-tam-mi-d,
orderof the king (#i-e-mu
RMA 268 =- ABL i oo6 r. 12 ff.: LUGAL te-e-muil-tak-na-an-nium-ma EN.NUN-a
' ABL 472, Babylonian, unsigned.

1 Cf. also LAS 133 r. i8 ff.: " Is it not written
in the treaty as follows: 'whoever hears something
but does not speak out in the presence of the king' "
(man-nu d me-me-nii-am-mu-u-ni ina pa-an LUGAL la
i-qa-bue-uwi).A literal quotation from the VassalObv. 20-23
Treaties is found in ABL I i i0+
(cf. VTE 635-636 and 653-654). For more general
references to the treaty in denunciations see ABL
555: 6'-8', i34 : 6' and 1404 r. 19 ff.; for denunciations without reference to the trqity see ABL 633,
1245, 1308, etc.
"' It is certain that at least the conspiracy of year

670 (cf. p. 34) was detected by the king's " eyes and
ears ": see ABL 1031 + K.IO34 + . . . + K.I 1021
and ABL 1!217(+)K.13737,
by Nabui-rethtu-u*ur.
See also the anonymous denunciation published by
E. Weidner, AJO 17 (1954-1956), 5 ff.
Il The entire reverse of the Zakutu treaty (ABL
1239) is devoted to the information stipulations. See
also ABL I29, from the time of Sargon II, and
ABL 472: 1-2 (quoted above).
6" See ABL 1216 r. x-10, translated most recently
in AOAT 5/2, sub LAS 41. For a list of scholars
sending regularly reports to the king, see ibid.,
Appendix iA and B.
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u-sur u mim+ma sad ti-bi-uz qi-ba-a en-na mim+ma sd ina pa-ni-id ba-nu-u A Id-lam

ina UGU LUGAL be-li-ia ta-a-bua-na LUGAL al-tap-ra" The king has given me the
order: ' Watch and tell me whatever occurs! ' So I am now reporting to the king
whatever seems to me to be propitious and well-portending (and) beneficial to the
king, my lord (to know) ".5
Our letter nicely demonstrateshow the scientific basis and usefulnessof astrology
and extispicy were unquestioned in the minds of the first millennium Mesopotamians.56 It also shows that the withholding of important information in these
matters was considered detrimental to the state. The king's attitude towards the
denounced scholars may become understandable if we recall the delicate position
of scientists working in the field of nuclear physics in our times.
The second crime, exposed in 11.26-30, is of a much more concrete nature. One
of the scholars, probably Aplayu, is said to have collected a band of ill-famed rascals
and made a formal agreement with them57 for a purpose which is not stated but
which it is easy to guess from the context (see below). This was expressly against
the provisions of the Vassal-Treaties which forbade the forming of any kind of
alliances and naturally especially those directed against the royal house. Cf. lines
2I2 f. of the treaty text: sum-ma at-tu-nu UKKIN ta-sa-kan-a-ni a-he-if tu-tam-ma-a-ni
a-na I-en ina lib-bi-ku-nuLUGAL-U-tU ta-dan-a-ni " (you swear) that you will not hold
an assembly and conspire with each other to give the kingship to one of you ";
" you
and 11.I53 if. a-de-eina IGI D1NGIRmeg-ni ta-sa-kan-a-ni. . . a-he-istu-tam-ma-a-ni
will not make an agreement before gods . . . nor conspire with each other ". The
reference to Assur-nadin-sumiis so suggestive that the informerscertainly had one
more treaty stipulation in mind: sum-ma at-tu-nu Ia1+Sur-DU-A. . . Ia DUG.GA-tU
ta-du-ka-Su-u-nia-na lfKU`R-19ta-da-nala SIG5-tu te-ep-pa-sa-nb-su-un-nita-sa-ba-ta-svu-u-ni
Ju-u-ni" (you swear) that you will not do (anything that is) not good and not proper

to Assurbanipal (read: Samas-4umu-ukin), that you will not seize him, nor put
him to death, nor hand him over to his enemy ".68 The informersclearly hint that
history can be repeated, and that the unhappy end of Aggir-nadin-gumiwas also
being prepared for the newly appointed Babylonian crown prince.
Incidentally, our passage, though short, gives the most detailed account of the
end of A?svr-nadin-sumiavailable so far. Hitherto we had only the laconic statement of the Babylonian Chronicle: IAN.SAR-na-din-MU DIB-ma ana KUR NIM a-bi-ik
" Afsir-nadin-4umi was captured and carried off to Elam ".59 Since this statement
is preceded in the Chronicle by an account of an Elamite invasion to Babylonia, it
was thought that Asvir-nadin-sumi was captured by the Elamites and not by the
66 Translation of A. L. Oppenheim, Centaurus14
(x969), 115. For more relevant examples, see ibid.

66

Note that already Ptolemy (2nd century A.D.)

had to devote large sections of the proem to his
Tetrabiblosfor answering the criticism raised against
astrology in his times.
57 It is noteworthy that the treaty partners were
conjured by names of two astral gods. The VassalTreaties were likewise concluded " before stars "
(LAS I r. i8 f.) specified as Jupiter, Saturn, Venus,
Mercury, Mars and Sirius in 11. 13-15 of the treaty

text (i.e. the five classical planets and the most
important of the fixed stars, the caniculum). Astral
gods were invoked in other solemn oaths too (e.g.,
LAS 13), not to speak of blessings, benedictions,
conjurations, etc. The nature and significance of the
astral element in the religious thinking of Sargonid
times has to my knowledge never been properly
investigated and is therefore hardly correctly understood today.
58

VTE 123-127.

50 Col. ii 14 (CT 34, Pl. 48).
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Babyloniansthemselves,as we now know. Taking into account how little is altogether
known about Agiir-nadin-gumi,60this additional detail must be welcomed.
The other letter paraphrased by Samag-4umu-ukinhad not been addressed to
him but to the denounced astrologers Bel-eter and Sama?-z&ra-iqisa.We may
assume that it had been confiscated by the crown prince after he had learnt of the
charges directed against the two men.6'
While the reasons for quoting the letter are thus plain, I do not perceive the full
meaning of the passages quoted from it. Did the letter render Urad-NabCutoo
suspicious in the eyes of Samag-gumu-ukin? This seems to me possible, but not
compulsory. The order to mock the steward (1. 36) may have been understood
as an incentive to seditious action, but it may equally well been meant only as a
reproach. Similarly, the fact that the Assyrian Urad-Nabuf calls the Babylonian
Sulayu his " brother" might have sounded suspicious, but must not necessarily
have been so. We know nothing of the personal relations of Urad-Nabui, Sulayu
and the two astrologers.
The referenceto Sulatyuis very interesting. The only contemporarytext mentioning him is ABL 447, an account of school activities (reading and copying of literary
texts) in a Ninevite palace. All students mentioned in this text have Babylonian
names. 2 Another noticeable feature in the text is that at least some of the students
seem to have been schooled by compulsion. Thus we read, in Obv. 8-13 of the
text, " Ninurta-gimilli, the son of the sandabakku(of Nippur), has completed the
series (and) has been put in irons. He is (now) in charge of Banfini in the Succession
Palace, there is no work for him (at present)." The next section (Obv. 14-19)
reads: " Kudurru (and) Kunayu have completed (the series) ' Evil Demons'.
They are at the command of Sasi." Kudurru is here nearly certainly the son of
Samag-ibni (the Chaldean sheikh of Bit-Dakfiri) who was deported to Assyria in
675 B.C.63 To this list of " compelled " students our letter adds Sulayu who is said
to be " kept " in the Armoury of Nineveh " by order of the king ". Why were
these Babylonian youths, of whom at least Ninurta-gimilli and Kudurru were of
noble blood, kept and taught in the Assyrian capital ? I believe I am not much
mistaken in suggesting that they were above all taught the " Assyrian way of life "
and were later on to enter into the king's service as loyal officials in their native
country."4 Indeed, our Sulayu could well be identical with Sula (= the Babylonian
form of the name) whom Samaws-umu-ukinlater in his reign appointed the commandant of the Babylonian city of Dilbat.65 Foreign princes kept as hostages and
60 Recently summarized by G. Neate, " A Fragment from Kish with the Name of AMur-nAdinlumi ", Iraq 33 (1971), 54-56.
1 For the post route leading from Nineveh to
Babylon see LAS 294 r. 3 ff. It is to be assumed that
this route was under the direct control of Sama?Iumu-ukin.
I' Cf. the respective frequencies of the relevant
names in APN and NN.
63See Babylonian Chronicle, Col. iv 14-15
(CT 34, P1. 49). In this connection I would like to
draw attention to ABL 756, a letter to Esarhaddon
from " Kudurru, the son of Sama?-ibni, the dead
man whom the king brought back to life ". The

letter must date from the time of Kudurru's stay in
Nineveh, since it is written in Assyrian.
'4 Taking into consideration what a privilege
scribal schooling meant in those times, it is hard to
see another reason why these exiled men would have
been given this honour. For the son of the fandabakku
cf. also K.1353 r. 3, DUMU IUGU.EN.NA Id a-kan-nu
ka-lu-u " the son of the . who is kept arrested here
(in Nineveh) " (AOAT 7, p. 158 f.), very probably
referring to the same person.
65 Cf. ABL 326: 8 Ifu-la-a IUGAR.KU d DIL.BADkI
a I.dGI?.?IR-MU-GI.NA ip-qi-du" S., the commandant of
Dilbat whom Sama?-?umu-ukin appointed ".
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educated in Nineveh and later on placed on the throne (as pro-Assyrianvassals)
in their home countries are well known, above all from the royal inscriptions.66
A good parallel illuminating this Assyrian method of indoctrination is found in
the Bible where we read (Daniel I : 3-7):
" Then the king ordered Ashpenaz, his chief eunuch, to take certain of the
Israelite exiles, of the blood royal and of the nobility, who were to be young men of
good looks and bodily without fault, at home in all branches of knowledge, wellinformed, intelligent, and fit for service in the royal court; and he was to instruct
them in the literature and language of the Chaldaeans. The king assigned them
a daily allowance of food and wine from the royal table. Their training was to last
for three years, and at the end of that time they would enter the royal service.
Among them there were certain young men fromJudah called Daniel, Hananiah,
Mishael and Azariah; but the master of the eunuchs gave them new names: Daniel
he called Belteshazzar, Hananiah Shadrach, Mishael Meshach and Azariah

Abed-nego."67
*

*

*

Year 670 was marked by a serious crisis in the internal affairs of Assyria; the
Babylonian Chronicle has the following single entry for this year: MU I .KAM
LUGAL (ina) KUR aJ+Sur lUGALmel-t1
ma-du-tuina 91'FrUKUL id-duk "In the iIth
year, the king of Assyria (var. in Assyria) executed many of his magnates ",68
which can only refer to a conspiracyor rebellion quelled in its beginning.," Whether
or not the present letter is somehow connected with this conspiracy can be made
out only if new sources providing the lacking details become available.
"6 Cf. R. Borger, Ash., p. 53: 15 f.: m(ta-bu-u-a
tar-bitILGAL AD-id a-na LUGAL-U-ti UGU-hi-nu di-kun-ma
it-ti DINGIRmeIa-na KUR-Jfd t-tir-i " I placed
Tabfu'a, a fosterling of my father's palace, to the
kingship over them and returned her with her gods
to her (home) country." References to foreign princes
taken as hostages to Nineveh and later returned to
their countries are numerous, see e.g. M. Streck,
Asb., p. i8 f. Note also ABL 9I8, a letter from Esarhaddon to the Elamite king Urtaku which shows
that the kings had exchanged children as hostages
in order to secure peace between their countries (the
letter begins: " A tablet of Esarhaddon, king of

Assyria, to Urtaku, king of Elam: I am well, your
sons and daughters are well, my country and my
magnates are well. May Urtaku, king of Elam, my
brother, be well, may my sons and daughters be well,
may your magnates and your country be well ! ").
67 According to the New English Bibk (Oxford and
Cambridge, I970).
68 See BM 2509I
r. 4 (S. Smith, BHT, Pi.
I-III); CT 34, P1. 45 iv 8-j and Pl. 50 iv 29.
" Thlis conspiracy is, excepting the Chronicle,
attested only in letters. For a list and discusion of
the pertinent texts see AOAT 5/2, commentary on
LAS 247.

